This paper describes the recently developed genetic programming paradigm which genetically breeds populations of computer programs to solve problems. In genetic programming, the individuals in the population are hierarchical compositions of functions and arguments. Each of these individual computer programs is evaluated for its fitness in handling the problem environment. The size and shape of the computer program needed to solve the problem is not predetermined by the user, but instead emerges from the simulated evolutionary process driven by fitness. In this paper, the operation of the genetic programming paradigm is illustrated with the problem of learning the Boolean 11-multiplexer function.
Introduction and Overview
We start by reviewing previous work in the field of genetic algorithms and previous work in the field of induction of computer programs. We then describe the recently developed genetic programming paradigm and apply it to the problem of learning the Boolean 11-multiplexer problem.
Background
John Holland of the University of Michigan presented the pioneering formulation of genetic algorithms for fixed-length character strings in Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems (Holland 1975) . The genetic algorithm is a highly parallel mathematical algorithm that transforms a population of individual mathematical objects (typically fixedlength binary character strings) into a new population using operations patterned after natural genetic operations such as sexual recombination (crossover) and fitness proportionate reproduction (Darwinian survival of the fittest). The genetic algorithm begins with an initial population of individuals (typically randomly generated). It then iteratively evaluates the individuals in the population for fitness with respect to the problem environment and produces a new population by performing genetic operations on individuals selected from the population with a probability proportional to fitness.
Representation is a key issue in genetic algorithm work because genetic algorithms directly manipulate the coded representation of the problem and because the representation scheme can severely limit the window by which the system observes the world. Fixed length character strings present difficulties in problems where the desired solution is hierarchical and where the size and shape of the solution is unknown in advance. The need for more powerful representations has been long recognized (De Jong 1988) .
The structure of the individual mathematical objects that are manipulated by a genetic algorithm can be more complex than the fixed length character strings. Smith (1980) departed from the early fixed-length character strings by introducing variable length strings, including strings whose elements were if-then rules (rather than single characters).
Holland's introduction of the classifier system (1986) continued the trend towards increasing the complexity of the structures undergoing adaptation. The classifier system is a cognitive architecture into which the genetic algorithm is embedded so as to allow adaptive modification of a population of if-then rules (whose condition and action parts are fixed length binary strings) using a bucket brigade algorithm for allocation of credit. Wilson (1987b) introduced hierarchical credit allocation into Holland's bucket brigade algorithm in to encourage the creation of hierarchies of rules in lieu of the exceedingly long sequences of rules that are otherwise characteristic of classifier systems. Wilson's efforts recognize the central importance of hierarchies in representing the tasks and subtasks (i.e. programs and subroutines) that are needed to solve complex problems. Goldberg et. al (1989) introduced the messy genetic algorithm (mGA) which processes populations of variable length character strings. Messy genetic algorithms solve problems by combining relatively short, well-tested sub-strings that deal with part of a problem to form longer, more complex strings that deal with all aspects of the problem.
Background on Genetic Programming Paradigm
The recently developed genetic programming paradigm is a method of program induction which genetically breeds a population of computer programs to solve problems.
Work in program induction goes back to the 1950's. Friedberg's early work (1958, 1959) attempted to artificially generate entire computer programs to solve problems. Friedberg used a rather ineffective form of search to generate computer programs in a hypothetical assembly language for a hypothetical computer with a one-bit register. Cramer (1985) applied genetic algorithms to program induction. Cramer used the genetic algorithm operating on fixed length character strings to generate computer programs with a fixed structure and reported on the difficult and highly epistatic nature of the problem. Fujiki and Dickinson (1987) implemented analogs of the genetic operations from the conventional genetic algorithm to manipulate the individual if-then clauses of a LISP computer program consisting of a single conditional (COND) statement. The individual if-then clauses of Fujiki and Dickinsons' COND statement were parts of a strategy for playing the iterated prisoner's dilemma game.
In the recently developed genetic programming paradigm, the individuals in the population are compositions of functions and terminals appropriate to the particular problem domain. The set of functions used typically includes arithmetic operations, mathematical functions, conditional logical operations, and domain-specific functions. The set of functions must be closed in the sense that each function in the function set must be defined for any combination of elements from the range of every function that it may encounter and every terminal that it may encounter. The set of terminals used typically includes inputs (sensors) appropriate to the problem domain and constants. The search space is the hyperspace of all possible compositions of functions and terminals that can be recursively composed using the available functions and terminals.
The symbolic expressions (S-expressions) of the LISP programming language provide an especially convenient way to create and manipulate hierarchical compositions of functions and terminals. S-expressions in LISP correspond directly to the parse tree that is internally created by most compilers at the time of compilation. The parse tree is nothing more than a direct mapping of the given composition of functions (i.e. the given computer program). We need access to this parse tree to do crossover on the parts of computer programs. The LISP programming language gives us this convenient access to the parse tree, the ability to conveniently manipulate this program as if it were data, and the convenient ability to immediately execute a newly created parse tree.
The genetic programming paradigm genetically breeds computer programs to solve problems by executing the following two steps:
(1) Generate an initial population of random compositions (computer programs) of the functions and terminals of the problem. (2) Iteratively perform the following until the termination criterion has been satisfied:
(a) Execute each program in the population and assign it a fitness value according to how well it solves the problem. (b) Create a new population of computer programs by applying the following two primary operations: (i) Allow existing computer programs to survive with a Darwinian probability based on their fitness. (ii) Create new computer programs by genetically recombining randomly chosen parts of two existing programs (each chosen from the population with a Darwinian probability based on fitness).
The basic genetic operations for the genetic programming paradigm are fitness proportionate reproduction and crossover (recombination). Fitness proportionate reproduction is the basic engine of Darwinian reproduction and survival of the fittest. It operates here in the same way as it does for conventional genetic algorithm.
The crossover (recombination) operation for the genetic programming paradigm is a sexual operation that operates on two parental LISP S-expressions and produces two offspring S-expressions using parts of each parent. In particular, the crossover operation creates new offspring S-expressions by exchanging sub-trees (i.e. sub-lists) between the two parents. Because entire sub-trees (i.e. sub-lists) are swapped, this crossover operation always produces syntactically and semantically valid LISP S-expressions as offspring. For example, consider the two parental LISP S-expressions: Assume that the points of both trees are numbered in a depth-first way starting at the left. Suppose that the second point (out of 6 points of the first parent) is randomly selected as the crossover point for the first parent and that the sixth point (out of 10 points of the second parent) is randomly selected as the crossover point of the second parent. The crossover points are therefore the NOT in the first parent and the AND in the second parent. The two crossover fragments are two sub-trees shown below:
These two crossover fragments correspond to the bold, underlined sub-expressions (sublists) in the two parental LISP S-expressions shown above. The two offspring resulting from crossover are shown below. 
OR
Note that the first offspring produced is an S-expression for the even parity function:
(OR (AND (NOT D0) (NOT D1)) (AND D0 D1)).
Although one might think that computer programs are so epistatic that they could only be genetically bred in a few especially congenial problem domains, we have shown that computer programs can be genetically bred to solve problems in a surprising variety of different areas of machine learning and artificial intelligence, including
• planning (e.g. navigating an artificial ant to find food along an irregular trail; developing a robotic action sequence that can stack blocks) [Koza 1990b ],
• emergent behavior (e.g. discovering a computer program for locating food, carrying food to the nest, and dropping pheromones, which, when executed by all the ants in an ant colony, produces interesting higher level "emergent" behavior) ],
• finding minimax strategies for games (e.g. differential pursuer-evader games; discrete games in extensive form) by both evolution and co-evolution [1991b],
• optimal control (e.g. centering a cart and balancing a broom in minimal time by applying a bang-bang force to the cart) Keane 1990a, 1990b ],
• discovering inverse kinematic equations (e.g. to move a robot arm to designated target points) [Koza 1991f ],
• sequence induction (e.g. inducing a recursive procedure for generating sequences such as the Fibonacci and the Hofstadter sequences) [Koza 1989 ],
• symbolic "data to function" regression, integration, differentiation, and symbolic solution to general functional equations (including differential equations with initial conditions, integral equations, and inverse problems) ],
• empirical discovery (e.g. rediscovering Kepler's Third Law; rediscovering the wellknown non-linear econometric "exchange equation" MV = PQ from actual, noisy time series data for the money supply, the velocity of money, the price level, and the gross national product of an economy) [Koza 1991d ],
• automatic programming (e.g. solving pairs of linear equations, solving quadratic equations for complex roots, and discovering trigonometric identities),
• pattern recognition (e.g. translation-invariant recognition of a one-dimensional shape in a linear wrap-around retina),
• concept formation and decision tree induction [Koza 1991c ],
• generation of random numbers (using entropy as fitness) [Koza 1991e ], and
• simultaneous architectural design and training of neural nets [Koza and Rice 1991a] .
A visualization of the application of the genetic programming paradigm to planning, emergent behavior, empirical discovery, inverse kinematics, game playing, and the Boolean 11-multiplexer problem discussed in this paper can be viewed in the Artificial Life II Video Proceedings videotape [Koza and Rice 1991b] .
Boolean 11-Multiplexer Function
The problem of machine learning of a function requires developing a composition of functions that can return the correct value of the function after seeing specific examples of the value of the function associated with particular combinations of arguments.
In this paper, the problem is to learn the Boolean 11-multiplexer function. In general, the input to the Boolean multiplexer function consists of k "address" bits a i and 2 k "data" The solution of the Boolean 11-multiplexer problem (involving a search space of size 10 616 ) will serve to show the interplay, in the genetic programming paradigm, of
• the genetic variation inevitably created in the initial random generation,
• the small improvements for some individuals in the population via localized hillclimbing from generation to generation,
• the way particular individuals become specialized so as to be able to correctly handle certain sub-cases of the problem (i. e. case-splitting),
• the creative role of crossover in recombining valuable parts of more fit parents to produce new individuals with new capabilities, and
• how the nurturing of a large population of alternative solutions to the problem (rather than a single point in the solution space) helps avoid false peaks in the search for the solution to the problem.
This problem will also serve to illustrate the importance of hierarchies in solving problems and making the ultimate solution understandable. Moreover, the progressively changing size and shape of the various individuals in the population in various generations shows the flexibility resulting from not determining the size and shape of ultimate solution or the intermediate results in advance
The five major steps in setting up the genetic programming paradigm require determining:
(1) the set of terminals, (2) the set of functions, (3) the fitness function, (4) the parameters for the run, and (5) the criterion for designating a result and terminating a run.
The first step in applying the genetic programming paradigm to a problem is to select the set of terminals that will be available to the algorithm for constructing the computer programs (LISP S-expressions) that will try to solve the problem. For some problems (in particular, Boolean function learning problems), this choice is especially straight-forward and obvious. The set of terminals for this problem consists of the 11 inputs to the Boolean 11-multiplexer. The algorithm cannot distinguish as to whether the terminals are address lines or data lines. The terminal set for this problem is T = {A0, A1, A2, D0, D1, ... , D7}.
The second step in applying the genetic programming paradigm to a problem is to select the set of functions. The set of functions for this problem is
This set of basic logical functions satisfies the closure property. This set is sufficient to realize any Boolean function. In addition, this set is a convenient set in that it often produces easily understood S-expressions.
The third step in applying the genetic programming paradigm to a problem is to determine the fitness function. Fitness is often evaluated over fitness (environmental) cases. The fitness cases here consist of the 2 11 possible combinations of the 11 arguments along with the associated correct value of the 11-multiplexer function. For the 11-multiplexer (where k = 3), there are 2048 such combinations of arguments. In this particular paper, we use the entire set of 2048 combinations of arguments (i.e. we do not use sampling); however, sampling is an obvious option. The standardized fitness is the sum, taken over all 2048 fitness cases, of the Hamming distances between the Boolean value returned by the S-expression for a given combination of arguments and the correct Boolean value. This fitness measure is equivalent to the number of mismatches (i.e. sum of errors).
The fourth major step in using the genetic programming paradigm is selecting the values of certain parameters for running the algorithm. Population size is the most important parameter. It is 4000 here. Each new generation is created from the preceding generation by applying fitness proportionate reproduction to 10% of the population and by applying crossover to 90% of the population (with one parent selected proportionate to fitness). In selecting crossover points, 90% were internal (function) points of the tree and 10% were external (terminal) points of the tree. Mutation was not used. For the practical reason of conserving computer time, the depth of initial random S-expressions was limited to 5 and the depth of S-expressions created by crossover was limited to 20.
Finally, the fifth major step in using the genetic programming paradigm is the criterion for terminating a run and designating a result. We terminate a given run when either (1) the genetic programming paradigm produces a computer program whose standardized fitness attains the perfect score of zero, or (2) 51 generations (i.e. the initial random generation and 50 others) have been run.
Note that the first two of these five major steps in applying the genetic programming paradigm corresponds to the step (performed by the user) of determining the representation scheme in the conventional genetic algorithm operating on character strings (that is, determining the chromosome length, alphabet size, and the mapping between the problem and chromosomes). The last three of the these five steps apply to both methodologies.
In addition, note that the step (performed by the user) of determining the set of primitive functions in the genetic programming paradigm is equivalent to a similar step in other machine learning paradigms. For example, this same determination of primitive functions occurs in the induction of decision trees using ID3 (Quinlan 1986 , Koza 1991c when the user selects the functions that can appear at the internal points of the decision tree. Similarly, this same determination occurs in neural net problems when the user selects the external functions that are to be activated by the output of a neural network. The same user determination occurs in other machine learning paradigms (although the name given to this omnipresent determination varies and is often considered by the researcher to be implicit in the statement of his or her problem).
We illustrate the overall process by discussing one particular run of the Boolean 11-multiplexer in detail. Later, we will present statistics involving multiple runs.
The process begins with the generation of the initial random population (i.e. generation 0). Predictably, the initial random population includes a variety of highly unfit individuals. Many individual S-expressions in this initial random population are merely constants, such as the contradictory (AND A0 (NOT A0)). Other individuals are passive and merely pass a single input through as the output, such as (NOT (NOT A1)). Other individuals inefficiently do the same, such as (OR D7 D7). Some initial random individuals, such as (IF D0 A0 A2), make a decision based on precisely the wrong argument (i.e. using a data bit, rather than address bits, to select the output). Many initial random individuals are partially blind in that they do not incorporate all 11 arguments that are necessary to solve the problem. Some initial random S-expressions are just nonsense, such as
Nonetheless, even in this highly unfit initial random population, some individuals are somewhat more fit than others. For this particular run, the individuals in the initial random population had values of standardized fitness ranging from 768 mismatches (i.e. 1280 matches or hits) to 1280 mismatches (i.e. 768 matches). As it happens, a total of 23 individuals out of the 4000 in this initial random population tied with the best score of 1280 matches (i.e. 768 mismatches) on generation 0. One of these 23 best scoring individuals from generation 0 was the S-expression
This individual has obvious shortcomings. Notably, this individual is partially blind in that it uses only three of the 11 necessary terminals of the problem. As a consequence of this fact alone, this individual cannot possibly be a correct solution to the problem. This individual nonetheless does some things right. For example, it uses one of the three address bits (A0) as the basis for its action. It could easily have done this incorrectly and used one of the eight data bits. In addition, this individual uses only data bits (D1 and D2) as its output. It could have used address bits. Moreover, if A0 (which is the low order binary bit of the 3-bit address) is T (True), this individual selects one of the three odd numbered data bits (D1) as it output. Moreover, if A0 is NIL, this individual selects one of the three even numbered data bits (D2) as its output. In other words, this individual correctly links the parity of the low order address bit A0 with the parity of the data bit it selects as its output. This individual is far from perfect, but it is far from being without merit. It is more fit than 3977 of the 4000 individuals in the population. In the valley of the blind, the one-eyed man is king.
In contrast, the worst individual in the population for the initial random generation had a standardized fitness of 1280 (i.e. only 768 matches). It is shown below:
(OR (NOT A1) (NOT (IF (AND A2 A0) D7 D3))).
The average standardized fitness for all 4000 individuals in the population for generation 0 is 985.4. This value of average standardized fitness for the initial random population forms the baseline and serves as a useful benchmark for monitoring later improvements in the average standardized fitness of the population as a whole.
The hits histogram is a useful monitoring tool based on the number of hits (i.e. matches). This histogram provides a way of viewing the population as a whole for a particular generation. The horizontal axis of the hits histogram is the number of hits (i.e. matches) and the vertical axis is the number of individuals in the population scoring that number of hits. Fifty different levels of fitness are represented in the hits histogram for the population at generation 0 of this problem. In order to make this histogram legible for this problem, we have divided the horizontal axis into buckets of size 64. For example, 1553 individuals out of 4000 (i.e. about 39%) had between 1152 and 1215 matches (hits). The mode (i.e. highest point) of the distribution occurs at 1152 matches (hits). The figure below shows the hits histogram of the population for generation 0. 
Hits Frequency
A new population is then created from the current population using the operations of Darwinian fitness proportionate reproduction and crossover. When these operations are completed, the new population (i.e. the new generation) replaces the old population. In going from the initial random generation (generation 0) to generation 1, the genetic programming paradigm works with the inevitable genetic variation existing in an initial random population. The initial random generation is an exercise in blind random search. The search is a parallel search of the search space over the 4000 individual points .
The figure below shows the standardized fitness (i.e. mismatches) for generations 0 through 9 of this run for the best single individual in the population, the worst single individual in the population, and the average for the population. The average standardized fitness of the population immediately begins improving (i.e. decreasing) from the baseline value of 985.4 for generation 0 to about 891.9 for generation 1. As it happens, in this particular run, the average standardized fitness improves (i.e. decreases) monotonically between generation 2 and generation 9 and assumes values of 845, 823, 763, 731, 651, 558, 459 , and 382, respectively. We usually see a generally improving trend in average standardized fitness from generation to generation, but not necessarily a monotonic improvement.
In addition, we similarly usually see a generally improving trend in the standardized fitness of the best single individual in the population from generation to generation. As it happens, in this particular run of this particular problem, the standardized fitness of the best single individual in the population improves (i.e. decreases) monotonically between generation 2 and generation 9. In particular, it assumes values of 640, 576, 384, 384, 256, 256, 128 , and 0 (i.e. a perfect score), respectively.
On the other hand, the standardized fitness of the worst single individual in the population fluctuates considerably. For this particular run, the standardized fitness of the worst individual starts at 1280, fluctuates considerably between generations 1 and 9, and then deteriorates (increases) to 1792 by generation 9.
The standardized fitness for the best single individual in the population improved (i.e. dropped) to 640 mismatches (i.e. 1408 matches) for generations 1 and 2 of the run. Only one individual in the population attained this best score in generation 1, namely
Note that this individual performs better than the best individual from generation 0 for two reasons. First, this individual considers two of the three address bits (A0 and A2) in deciding which data bit to choose as output, whereas the best individual in generation 0 considered only one of the three address bits (A0). Second this best individual from generation 1 incorporates three of the eight data bits as its output, whereas the best individual in generation 0 incorporated only two of the eight potential data bits as output. Although still far from perfect, the best individual from generation 1 is less blind and more complex than the best individual of the previous generation.
Note that the size and shape of this best scoring individual from generation 1 differs from the size and shape of the best scoring individual from generation 0. The progressive change in size and shape of the individuals in the population is a characteristic of the genetic programming paradigm.
By generation 2, the number of individuals sharing this high score of 1408 hits rose to 21. The high point of the histogram for generation 2 has advanced from 1152 for generation 0 to 1280 for generation 2. There are now 1620 individuals with 1280 hits.
In generation 3, one individual in the population attained a new high score of 1472 hits.
This individual is (IF A2 (IF A0 D7 D4) (AND (IF (IF A2 (NOT D5) A0) D3 D2) D2)).
Generation 3 shows further advances in fitness for the population as a whole. The number of individuals with a score of 1280 hits (the high point for generation 2) has risen to 2158 for generation 3. Moreover, the center of gravity of the fitness histogram has shifted significantly from left to right. In particular, the number of individuals with 1280 hits or better has risen from 1679 in generation 2 to 2719 in generation 3.
In generations 4 and 5, the best single individual has 1664 hits. This score is attained by only one individual in generation 4, but is attained by 13 individuals in generation 5.
One of these 13 individuals is (IF A0 (IF A2 D7 D3) (IF A2 D4 (IF A1 D2 (IF A2 D7 D0)))).
Note that this individual uses all three address bits (A2, A1, and A0) in deciding upon the output. It also uses five of the eight data bits. By generation 4, the high point of the histogram has moved to 1408 with 1559 individuals.
In generation 6, four individuals attain a score of 1792 hits. The high point of the histogram has moved to 1536 hits. In generation 7, 70 individuals score 1792 hits.
In generation 8, there are four best-of-generation individuals. They all attain a score of 1920 hits. The mode (high point) of the histogram has moved to 1664 and 1672 individuals share this value. Moreover, an additional 887 individuals score 1792.
In generation 9, one individual emerges with a l00% perfect score of 2048 hits. That individual is This 100% correct individual is a hierarchical structure consisting of 37 points (i.e. 12 functions and 25 terminals). Note that the size and shape of this solution emerged from the genetic programming paradigm. This particular size and this particular hierarchical structure was not specified in advance. Instead, it evolved as a result of reproduction, crossover, and the relentless pressure of fitness. In generation 0, the best single individual in the population had 12 points. The number of points in the best single individual in the population varied from generation to generation. It was 7, 16, 10, 10, 25, 48, 46, 54, and 60 for generations 1 through 9, respectively. This 100% correct individual can be simplified to
When so rewritten, it can be seen that this individual correctly performs the 11-multiplexer function by first examining address bits A0, A2, and A1 and then choosing the appropriate one of the eight possible data bits. Table l shows, side by side, the hits histograms for the generations 1, 5, and 9 of this run. As one progresses from generation to generation, note the left-to-right "slinky" undulating movement of the center of mass of the histogram and the high point of the histogram. This movement reflects the improvement of the population as a whole as well as the best single individual in the population. There is a single 100% correct individual with 2048 hits is at generation 9; however, because of the scale of the vertical axis of this histogram, it is not visible in a population of size 4000. 
Hits Frequency
Further insight can be gained by studying the genealogical audit trail of the process. This audit trail consists of a complete record of the details of each operation that is performed. For the operations of fitness proportionate reproduction and crossover, the details consist of the individual(s) chosen for the operation and, for crossover, the particular points chosen within both participating individuals.
Construction of the audit trail starts with the individuals of the initial random generation (generation 0). Certain additional information such as the individual's rank location in the population (after sorting by normalized fitness) and its standardized fitness is also carried along as a convenience in interpreting the genealogy. Then, as each operation is performed to create a new individual for the next generation, a list is recursively formed consisting of the type of the operation performed, the individual(s) participating in the operation, the details of that operation, and, finally, a pointer to the audit trail(s) accumulated so far for the individual(s) participating in that operation.
An individual occurring at generation h has up to 2 h+1 ancestors. The number of ancestors is less than 2 h+1 to the extent that operations other than crossover are involved; however, crossover is, by far, the most frequent operation. For example, an individual occurring at generation 9 has up to 1024 ancestors. Note that a particular ancestor often appears more than once in this genealogy because all selections of individuals to participate in the basic genetic operations are skewed in proportion to fitness with reselection allowed. Moreover, even for a modest sized value of h, 2 h+1 will typically be greater than the population size. This repetition, of course, does nothing to reduce the size of the genealogical tree.
Even with the use of pointers from descendants back to ancestors, construction of a complete genealogical audit trail is exponentially expensive in both computer time and memory space. Note that the audit trail must be constructed for each individual of each generation because the identity of the l00% correct individual(s) eventually solving the problem is not known in advance. Thus, there are 4000 audit trails. By generation 9, each of these 4000 audit trails recursively incorporates information about operations involving up to 1024 ancestors. The audit trail for the single 100% correct individual of interest in generation 9 alone occupies about 27 densely-printed pages.
The creative role of crossover and case-splitting is illustrated by an examination of the genealogical audit trail for the l00% correct individual emerging at generation 9. The l00% correct individual emerging at generation 9 is the child resulting from the most common genetic operation used in the process, namely crossover. The first parent from generation 8 had rank location of 58 (out of 4000, with a rank of 0 being the very best) in the population and scored 1792 hits (out of 2048). The second parent from generation 8 had rank location 1 and scored 1920 hits. Note that it is entirely typical that the individuals selected to participate in crossover have relatively high rank locations in the population since crossover is performed among individuals in a mating pool created proportional to fitness.
The first parent from generation 8 (scoring 1792) was
Note that this first parent starts by examining address bit A0. If A0 is T, the emboldened and underlined portion then examines address bit A2. It then, partially blindly, makes the output equal D7 or D3 without even considering address bit A1. Moreover, the underlined portion of this individual does not even contain data bits D1 and D5. On the other hand, when A0 is NIL, this first parent is 100% correct. In that event, it examines A2 and, if A2 is T, it then examines A1 and makes the output equal to D6 or D4 according to whether A1 is T or NIL. Moreover, if A2 is NIL, it redundantly retests A2 and then correctly makes the output equal to (IF A1 D2 D0). 
A2
Note that the 100% correct portion of this first parent, namely, the sub-expression
is itself a 6-multiplexer which tests A2 and A1 and correctly selects amongst D6, D4, D2, and D0. This becomes clear if we simplify this sub-expression to
In other words, this imperfect first parent handles the even-numbered data bits correctly, but only partially correctly handles the odd-numbered data bits. The tree representing this first parent has 22 points. The crossover point chosen at random at the end of generation 8 was point 3 and corresponds to the second occurrence of the function IF. The crossover fragment consists of the emboldened and underlined sub-expression
(IF A2 D7 D3).
The second parent from generation 8 (scoring 1920 hits) was
(IF A0 (IF A0 (IF A2 (IF A1 D7 (IF A0 D5 D0)) (IF A0 (IF A1 (IF A2 D7 D3) D1) D0)) (IF A1 D6 D4)) (IF A2 D4 (IF A1 D2 (IF A0 D7 (IF A2 D4 D0))))))
This second parent has 40 points. The crossover point chosen at random for this second parent was point 5. The crossover fragment consists of the emboldened, underlined subexpression. It correctly handles the case when A0 is T (i.e. the odd numbered addresses). It makes the output equal to D7 when the address bits are 111; it makes the output equal to D5 when the address bits are 101; it makes the output equal to D3 when the address bits are 011; and it makes the output equal to D1 when the address bits are 001.
Note that the 100% correct portion of this second parent, namely, the sub-expression
is itself a 6-multiplexer.
This second parent from generation 8 is graphically depicted below: 
IF
This embedded 6-multiplexer tests A2 and A1 and correctly selects amongst D7, D5, D3, and D1 (i.e. the odd numbered data bits). This fact becomes clearer if we simplify this sub-expression of this second parent to the following:
This case splitting is graphically demonstrated by the following restatement of the 100% correct offspring into two 6-multiplexers: A0 IF 6-Multiplexer from second parent using A2 and A1 to select amongst D7, D5, D3 and D1 6-Multiplexer from first parent using A2 and A1 to select amongst A6, D4, D2 and D0
In other words, this imperfect second parent handles part of its environment correctly and part of its environment incorrectly. In particular, it handles the odd-numbered data bits correctly but only partially correctly handles the even-numbered data bits.
Even though neither parent is perfect, these two imperfect parents contain complementary, co-adapted portions which, when mated together, produce a 100% correct offspring individual. In effect, the creative effect of the crossover operation blends the two cases of the implicitly "case-split" environment into a single 100% correct solution.
Of course, not all crossovers between individuals are useful and productive. In fact, a large fraction of the individuals produced by the genetic operations are useless. But the existence of a population of alternative solutions to a problem provides the ingredients with which genetic recombination (crossover) can produce some improved individuals. The relentless pressure of natural selection based on fitness then causes these improved individuals to be preserved and to proliferate. Moreover, genetic variation and the existence of a population of alternative solutions to a problem makes it unlikely that the entire population will become trapped in local maxima.
Interestingly, the same crossover that produced the 100% correct individual also produced a "runt" scoring only 256 hits. In this particular crossover, the two crossover fragments not used in the 100% correct individual combined to produce an unusually unfit individual. This is one of the reasons why there is considerable variability from generation to generation in the worst single individual in the population.
As one traces the ancestry of the 100% correct individual created in generation 9 deeper back into the genealogical audit tree (i.e. towards earlier generations), one encounters parents scoring generally fewer and fewer hits. But if we look at the sequence of hits in the forward direction, we see localized hill-climbing in the search space occurring in parallel throughout the population as the creative operation of crossover recombines complementary, co-adapted portions of parents to produce improved offspring.
The genetic programming paradigm (as with genetic algorithms in general) contains probabilistic steps at several different points. As a result, we rarely obtain a solution to a problem in the precise way we anticipate and we rarely obtain the precise same solution twice. We can measure the number of individuals that need to be processed by a genetic algorithm to produce a desired result (i.e. 2048 matches) with a certain probability, say 99%. Suppose, for example, a particular run of a genetic algorithm produces the desired result with only a probability of success p s after a specified choice (perhaps arbitrary and non-optimal) of number of generations N gen and population of size N. Suppose also that we are seeking to achieve the desired result with a probability of, say, z = 1 -ε= 99%. Then, the number K of independent runs required is
, where ε= 1-z.
We ran 21 runs of the Boolean 11-multiplexer problem with a population size of 4,000 and 51 generations. We found that the probability of success p s was 100% by generation 15 for all runs. Each run was aborted as soon as a perfect solution was found. A total of 980,000 individuals were processed. This is an average of 46,667 individuals per run. Since each run involves 4,000 individuals, a perfect solution is found in an average of 11.67 generations. The graph below shows the probability of success p s of a run for various numbers of generations between 0 and 50 for a population size of 4000. 
Hierarchies and Default Hierarchies
Note that the result of the genetic programming paradigm is always hierarchical. As we saw above, the solution to the 11-multiplexer problem was a hierarchy consisting of two 6-multiplexers. In one run where we applied the genetic programming paradigm to the simpler Boolean 6-multiplexer, we obtained the following 100% correct solution This solution to the 6-multiplexer is also a hierarchy. It is a hierarchy that correctly handles the particular fitness cases where (AND A0 A1) is true and then correctly handles the remaining cases where (AND A0 A1) is false.
Default hierarchies often emerge from the genetic programming paradigm. A default hierarchy incorporates partially correct sub-rules into a perfect overall procedure by allowing the partially correct (default) sub-rules to handle the majority of the environment and by then dealing in a different way with certain specific exceptional cases in the environment. The S-expression above is also a default hierarchy in which the output defaults to (IF A0 D1 (IF Al D2 D0)) three quarters of the time. However, in the specific exceptional fitness case where both address bits (A0 and A1) are both T, the output is the data bit D3. Default hierarchies are considered desirable in induction problems (Holland 1986 , Wilson 1987a ) because they are often parsimonious and they are a human-like way of dealing with situations. Wilson's noteworthy BOOLE experiments (1987a) originally found a set of eight if-then classifier system rules for the Boolean 6-multiplexer that correctly (but tediously) handled each particular subcase of the problem. Subsequently, Wilson (1988) modified the credit allocation scheme and successfully produced a default hierarchy.
Non-Randomness of Results
The number of possible compositions using the set of available functions and the set of available terminals is very large. In particular, the number of possible trees representing such compositions increases rapidly as a function of the number of points in the tree. This is true because of the large number of ways of labeling the points of a tree with functions and terminals. The number of possible compositions of functions is, in particular, very large in relation to the 40,000 individuals processed in generations 0 through 9 in the particular run of the genetic programming paradigm described above.
There is a theoretic possibility that the probability of a solution to a given problem may be low in the original search space of the Boolean 11 Multiplexer problem (i.e. all Boolean functions of 11 arguments), but that the probability of randomly generating a composition of functions that solves the problem might be significantly higher in the space of randomly generated compositions of functions. The Boolean 11-multiplexer function is a unique function out of the 2 2 11 (i.e. 2 2048 ) possible Boolean functions of 11 arguments and one output. The probability of randomly choosing zeroes and ones for the 2 11 lines of a truth table so as to create this particular Boolean function is only 1 in 2 2 11 (i.e. 2 2048 ). However, there is a theoretic possibility that the probability of randomly generating a composition of the functions AND, OR, NOT, and IF that performs the 11-multiplexer function might be better than 1 in 2 2048 .
There is no a priori reason to believe that this is the case. That is, there is no a priori reason to believe that compositions of functions that solve the Boolean multiplexer problem are denser in the space of randomly generated compositions of functions than solutions to the problem in the original search space of the problem. Nonetheless, there is a possibility that this is the case, even though there is no a priori reason to think that it is the case.
To test against this possibility, we performed the following control experiment for the Boolean 11-multiplexer problem. We generated 1,000,000 random S-expressions to check if we could randomly generate a composition of functions that solved the problem. For this control experiment, we used the same algorithm and parameters used to generate the initial random population in the normal runs of the problem. No 100% correct individual was found in this random search. In fact, the high score in this random search was only 1408 hits (out of a possible 2048 hits) and the low score was 704 hits. Moreover, only 10 individuals out of 1,000,000 achieved this high score of 1408. The high point of the histogram among these 1,000,000 random individuals came at 1152 hits (with l83,820 individuals); the second highest point came at 896 hits (with 168,333 individuals); and the third highest point came at 1024 hits (with 135,379 individuals).
A similar control experiment was conducted for the Boolean 6-multiplexer problem (with a search space of 2 2 6 , i.e. 2 64 ). Since the environment for the 6-mutliplexer problem had only 64 fitness cases (as compared with 2048 cases for the 11-multiplexer), it was practical to evaluate even more randomly generated individuals (i.e. 10,000,000) in this control experiment. As before, no 100% correct individual was found in this random search. In fact, no individual had more than 52 (of 64 possible) hits. As with the 11-multiplexer, the size of the search space (2 64 ) for the 6-mutliplexer is very large in relation to the number of individuals processed in a typical run solving the 6-mutliplexer.
We conclude that solutions to these problems in the space of randomly generated compositions of functions are not denser than solutions in the original search space of the problem. Therefore, the results described in this paper are not the fruits of random search.
As a matter of fact, we have evidence suggesting that the solutions are appreciably sparser in the space of randomly generated compositions of functions than solutions in the original search space of the problem. Consider, for example, the exclusive-or function. The exclusive-or function is the odd parity function with two Boolean arguments. The odd parity function of k Boolean arguments returns T (True) if the number of arguments equal to T is odd and returns NIL (False) otherwise. Whereas there are 2 64 Boolean functions with six arguments and 2 2048 Boolean functions with 11 arguments, there are only 2 2 2 = 2 4 = 16 Boolean functions with two Boolean arguments. That is, the exclusive-or function is one of only 16 possible Boolean functions with two Boolean arguments and one output. Thus, in the search space of Boolean functions, the probability of randomly choosing T's and NIL's for the 16 lines of a truth table that realizes this particular Boolean function is only 1 in 16.
We generated 100,000 random individuals using a function set consisting of the basic Boolean functions F = {AND, OR, NOT}. If randomly generated compositions of the basic Boolean functions that realize the exclusive-or function were as dense as solutions are in the original search space of the problem (i.e. the space of Boolean functions of 2 arguments), we would expect about about 6250 in 100,000 random compositions of functions (i.e. 1 in 16) to realize the exclusive-or function. Instead, we found that only 110 out of 100,000 randomly generated compositions that realized the exclusive-or function. This is a frequency of only 1 in 909. In other words, randomly generated compositions of functions realizing the exclusive-or function are about 57 times sparser than solutions in the original search space of Boolean functions.
Similarly, we generated an additional 100,000 random individuals using a function set consisting of the basic Boolean functions F = {AND, OR, NOT, IF}. We found that only 116 out of 100,000 randomly generated compositions realized the exclusive-or function (i.e. a frequency of 1 in 862). That is, with this new function set, randomly generated compositions of functions realizing the exclusive-or function are about 54 times sparser than solutions in the original search space of Boolean functions.
In addition, we performed similar experiments on two Boolean functions with three Boolean arguments and one output, namely, the 3-parity function and the 3-multiplexer function (i. e. the If-Then-Else function). There are only 2 2 3 = 2 8 = 256 Boolean functions with three Boolean arguments and one output. The probability of randomly choosing a particular combination of T's and NIL's for the 256 lines of a truth table is 1 in 256. If the probability of randomly generating a composition of functions realizing a particular Boolean function with three arguments equaled 1 in 256, we would expect about 39,063 random compositions per 10,000,000 to realize a particular Boolean function. However, after randomly generating 10,000,000 compositions of the functions AND, OR, and NOT, we found only 730 3-multiplexers and no 3-parity functions. That is, our randomly generated compositions of functions realizing the 3-multiplexer function are about 54 times sparser than solutions in the original search space of Boolean functions. The 3-parity function is presumably tens of thousands of times scarcer than one in 256..
These three results concerning the 3-parity function, the 3-multiplexer function, and the 2-parity (exclusive-or) function should not be too surprising since the parity and multiplexer functions have long been identified by researchers as functions that often pose difficulties for paradigms for machine learning, artificial intelligence, neural nets, and classifier systems (Wilson 1987a , Wilson 1988 , Quinlan 1988 , Barto et. al. 1985 . In summary, as to these problems, compositions of functions solving the problem are substantially less dense than solutions are in the search space of the original problem.
The reader would do well to remember the origin of the concern that compositions of functions solving a problem might be denser than solutions to the problem are in the search space of original problem. In Lenat's work on discovering mathematical laws via heuristic search (1976) and other related work (Lenat 1983) , the mathematical laws being sought were stated, in many cases, directly in terms of the list, i.e. the primitive data type of the LISP programming language. In addition, the lists in Lenat's artificial mathematician (AM) laws were manipulated by list manipulation functions that are unique or peculiar to LISP. Specifically, in many experiments in Lenat (1976) , the mathematical laws sought were stated directly in terms of lists and list manipulation functions such as, CAR (which returns the first element of a list), CDR (which returns the tail of a list), etc. In Lenat's mea culpa article "Why AM and EURISKO appear to work" (Lenat and Brown 1984) , Lenat recognized that LISP syntax may have overly facilitated discovery of his previously reported results, namely, mathematical laws stated in terms of LISP's list manipulation functions and LISP's primitive object (i.e. the list).
In contrast, the problem described in this paper is neither stated nor solved in terms of objects or operators unique or peculiar to LISP. The solution to the Boolean multiplexer function is expressed in terms of ordinary Boolean functions (such as OR, AND, NOT, and IF). Virtually any programming language can express solutions to this problem. The LISP programming language was chosen for use in the genetic programming paradigm primarily because of the many convenient features of LISP (most importantly, the fact that data and programs have the same form in LISP and that this common form corresponds to the parse tree of a computer program). The LISP programming language was not chosen because of the presence in LISP of the list as a primitive data type or because of LISP's particular functions for manipulating lists (e.g. CAR and CDR).
In summary, there is no a priori reason (nor any reason we have since discovered) to think that there is anything about the syntax of the programming language we chose to use here (i.e. LISP) that makes it easier to discover solutions to problems involving ordinary (i.e. non-list) objects and ordinary (i.e. non-list) functions. In addition, the control experiments verify that the results obtained herein are not the fruits of a random search.
Conclusions
We described the recently developed genetic programming paradigm and enumerated the five major steps for using it. We cited a variety of different problems which this paradigm has successfully solved. We described, in detail, one particular run in which the genetic programming paradigm learned the Boolean 11-multiplexer function and showed how the size and shape of the ultimate solution progressively evolved using genetic programming paradigm. We presented performance statistics for a number of runs that indicate the rapidity of the search technique and that the genetic programming paradigm performs far better than randomly.
